Warm Ups
Welcome to Monday, April 7th!

#1

What are the different ways that water is filtered naturally in the water cycle?

pg 97

When done, please go to table 2 and put the notes on page 106.

Grab your chromebook and take the wellness survey #2 when you are done.

When complete, put your chromebook away and return to your desk.
Bonjour! Its Tuesday, April 8th.

1) You will be given cotton balls, paper towel, string, a funnel, tape and plastic bags in order to create a filter today. Please begin to plan by creating a drawing of how you will best do this.
Genius Hour: Welcome!

1) This week we are honing in on what we want to explore for the rest of the quarter

2) You’ll go on Google Classroom and finish the Starting Guide first

3) Then, you’ll complete the proposal form and turn it in. When you do that, please come to me and we will review your project so that I can approve it.
1) What are the main three layers of the Earth?
Its Thursday, April 10th! :)

1) What are the layers that you will find in each of the following:

   Crust >>>
   
   Mantle >>>
   
   Core >>>
See if you can determine what the following magnified photos are. Number your paper to 5.
INB Week 3 (for the new quarter)

Point total =

Pages

pg 97
pg 106 - 2 stamps (summary and questions AND adult input)